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In my article for last year’s edition of the The Voice I described the
end of the year as unlike any other, and I hoped it was one that I
IMPORTANT DATES
School closes for the
Summer holidays on
Friday 16th July at 1pm.
Year 7 and 12 return
to school on Friday 3rd
September. All other
students return to school on
Monday 6th September.
A-level results are published
on 10th August 2021 and
GCSE results are published
on 12th August 2021.
KEY EVENTS at GMS
Please note all our important
dates and events, including
Parents’ Evenings and Examination
Timetables, are available on the
website and are regularly updated.

Don’t forget to view the online
gallery
for
photographs
relating to many of the
articles in this newsletter.

would never have to experience again. Unfortunately, here we are
12 months later, and the virus is continuing to play havoc with all our
plans and preparations for education and life outside of school.
Despite the challenges we have much to celeberate and
a perusal of this edition of The Voice is a joy because it
showcases the depth and scale of commitment that
has been shown by students and staff. There is so much
to admire, so many contributions to compliment, so
many subject areas to thank, and I am sorry that there
is neither time nor space to credit everyone in my
article.
Over the past 15 months, my advice has been
consistently to concentrate on the things within our
control and put aside matters beyond our control.
Always trying to adopt a can-do approach generates a
positivity, and positivity leads to success. We do make
a difference when we give our very best and readily
embrace new opportunities and challenges.
On the subject of doing our best, I would like to
reiterate my congratulations to our Celebration of
Success prizewinners, who stood out in an incredibly
competitive fields. They should be immensely proud
of their achievements: their selection means that
they are the epitome, for that subject of what we
ask of our students, which is to give their ‘personal
best’. Our whole school initiative of ‘My Personal Best’
explicitly continues to develop the 6R’s in our students:
Readiness; Respect; Responsibility; Resilience;
Resourcefulness; and Reflection. These values and
skills are fundamental to our approach to education
and aim to ensure that all our students are prepared
for the challenges of modern life and fulfil our vision
for all to make a positive contribution to society.
During the summer we look forward to welcoming
our Year 11 and Year 13 students to school collect their
GCSE, A level and BTEC results, respectively. I especially

praise their resilience and resourcefulness, who despite
significant disruption to their education during the last
two years, took responsibility and prepared diligently
for the ‘Final Grading Assessments’. They will reap
the the rewards of their efforts when the grades are
awarded in August.
This year we are also very pleased to be running a
Summer School for our incoming Year 7 students to
support their transistion from primary to secondary
school, which is being delivered by over 30 members
of staff. I hope very much these students enjoy the
exciting programme of activities that have been
planned.
To those students who have very disappointingly
had to miss time in school due to self-isolation, I am
incredibly frustrated for you and hope that the time
has not been too difficult. As you are aware we have
postponed Sports Day and I look forward very much
to holding this popular event in September with our
entire school community. It will be our first Sports
Day with students representing our new ‘Houses’ of
Eagles, Hawks and Kites and also our first which will
see Year 11 and Year 12 students participating in the
full competition alongside our new Year 7.
To finish, I would like to thank everyone for the
support given to my staff, my students and me. I wish
all members of the Great Marlow School community a
restful, enjoyable and safe summer holiday.
Best Wishes
Mr Kevin Ford, Headteacher

Chair of Governors report

SCIENCE KS3

CHARLOTTE MILES GRIFFITHS

7H3

HISTORY KS4

ALICIA RAY

10K2

SCIENCE KS4

EMMALENE GENTRY

10H3

HISTORY KS5

WILL ASHWORTH

12K2

When I wrote this letter last year, I reflected on everything we as individuals in the school community
of students, parents and carers, and staff and trustees had learned and achieved in a period of
tremendous change. Well, this change has continued into 2021 and, as it shows no sign of abating, I
have no doubt will carry on into the foreseeable future. Once again, the courage, passion, resilience
and dedication of our entire community to offer the best education environment wherever that
might be has helped us inspire students to reach their potential.

SCIENCE KS5

MAX GOFF

12E1

CLASSICS KS5

LEO SIMPSON

12E1

JESSICA MILLS

12E1

POLITICS KS5

BRENDAN VAUGHAN

12H1

MATHS KS3

ELIZABETH MEGSON

9K2

LAW KS5

LILY WILLIAMS

12H1

MATHS KS4

WILLIAM CLAYTON

10E2

GEOGRAPHY KS3

CHARLOTTE HADDOCK

9E2

MATHS KS5

MAX GOFF

12E2

GEOGRAPHY KS4

LAUREN HUDSON

10E1

FURTHER MATHS KS5

OSCAR DURAN

13H1

GEOGRAPHY KS5

LEO SIMPSON

12E1

STATISTICS KS4

LUCA NOVIELLO

10H2

RS KS3

CHLOE LEE

8K2

STATISTICS KS5

ABBY HOLDSWORTH

12E2

RS KS4

AMELIE HOLDER

10K1

CHILD DEVELOPMENT KS4

NINA DE JAGER

10H3

Our school community has continued to support each other as a new wave of Covid has hit us. I want
to take the opportunity to thank and give a big shout out parents who have supported the teaching
staff during this ever-evolving year recognizing the enormous amount of time effort that has gone
into evolving pedagogical practice. Mr. Ford has shown me a sample of the letters of praise and
support he has received. Thank you for taking the trouble to write.
I wish all our students who are leaving us this year a happy and successful future in whatever path you
choose to take. You have demonstrated a determined passion to learn and this and their resilience in
the face of great change will add to your tool kit when you navigate the future.
A very ‘Well Done’ also to all our students for all their hard work and compassion to help each other.
As Trustees we have continued to monitor the progress of the school in several different ways, one
of which is by talking to a variety of students both remotely and face to face. We have really enjoyed
this opportunity and continue to be impressed by the willingness of students to give articulate and
honest feedback which helps us ensure that the school continues to find ways to be even better.
Summer holidays are fast approaching. Have a wonderful, well deserved break wherever it is.
See you next term!
Sally Brooks
Chair of Trustees - Great Marlow School

CELEBRATION OF SUCCESS 2021
Unfortunately, for one more year our Celebration of Success had to be prerecorded and available online only but this year I am delighted that the
stars of the event have been captured on film.
Our prizewinners for each subject in each key stage have stood out in
an incredibly competitive field and should be immensely proud of their
achievements. Their selection means that they are the
epitome, for that subject of what we ask of our
students, which is to give their ‘personal best’. Our
whole school initiative of ‘My Personal Best’ explicitly
continues to develop the 6R’s in our students:
Readiness; Respect; Responsibility; Resilience;
Resourcefulness; and Reflection.

PSYCHOLOGY KS5

ENGLISH KS3

EMMA LUMLEY

9K3

ENGLISH KS4

JOSEPH LEGERTON

10H3

ENGLISH KS5

SHANTI ROSELLI

12K2

CHILD DEVELOPMENT KS5

MARTHA BLAKE

12K1

ART KS3

CHARLOTTE HADDOCK

9E2

COMPUTING KS3

JAKE SMITH

9K2

ART KS4

EMILY DOWNING

10K1

COMPUTING KS4

EMMALENE GENTRY
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ART KS5

AILA HOLLOWS-BUTWELL

12H1

COMPUTING KS5

JERREL YEARWOOD

12E2

DRAMA KS3

ANTONIA HAY

9K3
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ELEANOR ANTHONY

10E1

DRAMA KS4

FAYE SIMPSON

10H3

BUSINESS KS5

HARRY ASHTON

12E2

DRAMA KS5

JENNA FOTHERGILL

12H2

LUCY SPENCER

12K2

MEDIA KS4

DYLAN MALLET

10E1

TRAVEL & TOURISM
KS5
CITIZENSHIP KS3

REBECCA TINNELLY

9E2

MEDIA KS5

ELLA MOORIN

12K1

CITIZENSHIP KS4

TRINITY WILTSHIRE

12E2

MUSIC KS3

RONAK CHANA

7K3

MUSIC KS4

ARTHUR MCDONALD

MUSIC KS5

JEIGH PANKHURST

10H3

LEARNING SUPPORT
KS3

HARRY CARTER

7E3

10H1

LEARNING SUPPORT
KS4

NINA DE JAGER

10H3

IZZY TALBOT

12H1

STUDENT SUPPORT

BEN PEASE

13E2

PE KS3

SOPHIE APLETREE

9K2

YR 7

EMILY YELLOLY

7E2

PE KS3

KYLE KARAM

9K2

Yr 8

NICOLE KILLINGTON

8H2

PE KS4

OLIVIA FYFE

10H2

Yr 9

JACOB LUNN

9K3

PE KS4

THEO BESNARD

10E3

Yr 10

JAMES HADJIKYRIACOS

10E3

PE KS5

IMMY SPOONER

12K1

Yr 11

AMELIA ELDRIDGE

11E1

JOSIE GROVER

12E2

Yr 12

PETER McCALL

12H1

PUBLIC SERVICES

FRANCESCA HARPER

12E1

Yr 13

HANNAH CLAYTON

13H2

FOOD TECH KS3

MATTHEW PARKS

8K1

FOOD TECH KS4

FINLEY GOMM

10H2

RESISTANT MATERIALS KS3

JOSHUA MITCHELL

8K2

RESISTANT MATERIALS KS4

POPPY UNGAR

10H2

CREATIVE DIGITAL
MEDIA KS5

BTEC SPORT

GRAPHIC DESIGN
KS3

ROSIE MCDERMOTT

8K2

GRAPHIC DESIGN
KS4

EMILY BOWLES

10H1

PRODUCT DESIGN
KS5

LISA SCHAFER

12H2

TEXTILES KS3

ISABELLE SAMARAS

8E1

The positive can-do approach adopted by the
students and staff of this school is admirable, their
resilience and resourcefulness have been central to
the success we celebrate.

TEXTILES KS4

MILLI GUINNESS

10H2

FRENCH KS3

ROSIE MCDERMOTT

8K2

FRENCH KS4

SAMUEL JOHNSTONE

10H3

FRENCH KS5

REBECCA SANGER

12H1

Our prizewinners listed deserve the success they
have achieved.

SPANISH KS3

LOIS PEEK

7H3

SPANISH KS4

ALICIA RAY

10K2

SPANISH KS5

JESSICA SQUIRE

12H2

SPECIAL AWARDS
ATTENDANCE

ANNABEL BUTLER

12E2

ATTENDANCE

JAMIE FOSTER

12H1

WESTFOLD AWARD

BEN COLES

11E2

CLAIRE COXWELL
CUP

EMILY CASE

13K1

ETHAN PRIOR

10K1

ED DRUMMOND

10K2

THE JOHN SPINK MEMORIAL
PRIZE
CHRIS HOWELLS TROPHY

Huge congratulations
to all our
prizewinners.

This year has certainly been one of the most
interesting, challenging and transformative of
my teaching career and it has been the same
for our students. With the challenges we have
faced we have had to step up to developing new
learning skills.
Throughout the pandemic; the Art department
has been very mindful of the positive benefits
of utilising our innate creativity and making
Artwork. We have endeavoured to impart this
to our students, no more so than with our Year
7; who in many ways have had to adapt more
than any other year; transitioning to secondary
school.
YEAR 7 PORTRAITS WOW GMS AUDIENCE
The Heritage and Identity Project was conceived
when Mrs Sillwood’s two children expressed an interest
in portraits and the artist Frida Kahlo during the first
lockdown. They made portraits in the style of the artist.
When The Black Lives Matter movement gripped the globe
she was motivated to produce a project which promoted
a celebration of everyone’s Heritage and their Identity,
with the sentiment that even a pandemic cannot not
undermine this!
Year 7 have had a wonderful time developing their projects;
learning about the work of Frida Kahlo, researching and
observing their native flora and fauna and then planning
their portrait compositions. The students very carefully
painted their portraits and refined their work with
coloured pencil detail developing their observational
drawing and painting skills. Finally, they thoughtfully
produced decoupaged frames, with symbolic imagery
identifying and celebrating their heritage.

We have exhibited their work in the hall for the last
week of term and hopefully they will remain on display
to welcome the new Year 7 cohort in September into our
school which includes and celebrates every student’s
Heritage and Identity.
While every Year 7 student will have the opportunity to
see their work physically exhibited, we are all too aware
that parents are not able to participate in this event due
to Covid regulations.
A digital version of the exhibition can be viwed shortly on
the GMS website.
We hope you enjoy it!

Art & Design

YEAR 8 POP ART PUNS & IDIOMS
SCULPTURE PROJECT

Art & Design

CHANGES IN THE ART DEPARTMENT

A selection of the Year 8 Pop Art
puns and sculpture project

In addition to a new Project in Year 7, our
Year 8 have also enjoyed a change to the
traditional group work 3D modelling
project. Again, due to Covid restrictions,
we limited the close contacts students
invariably have with group work and gave
students a new challenge based around
the work of Pop Artists such as Claes
Oldenburg and Jeff Koons. Each student
was challenged to recreate a pun or idiom
in sculptural form! We have had some
fantastic puns such as:

Fairy

In a Pickle
Strengthening my core
Mar-might

Brainstorm

Spilling the Beans
Where possible, we have also encouraged
students to relate their work to the 1950’s
and 60’s, the time that POP Art was most
prevalent. Students have done this by
looking at cultural references at the time
or retro labelling from this time period.
Have a creative and fulfilled summer
By Mrs E Sillwood - Acting Head of Art & Design

Hindsight
Hot Dog
Storm in
a teacup

Cereal killer

Baking
Soda

YR7 TEXTILES:

YR9 TEXTILES:

D&T

D&T

Key Stage 3 D&T students have impressed
staff with their creativity this term

In year 9 textiles we have been discussing the effects of plastic
pollution, and wider issues related to fast fashion. The students have
designed and constructed fabric bags that feature a logo design
which is to encourage the British public to stop using plastic bags!

In textiles this term we have had some creative
bag designs which have been inspired by various
design movements. The students
have learnt skills in fabric
decoration, construction, and
evaluation skills.

By Theo Papaioannou- 9C By Rafael Quinn-9C

By Evie Walker- 9C

By Annie Rodgers - 9C

By Olivia Jones - 9T

By Hattie Parker - 9M

By Aislin Fitzjohn -9C

YR8 TEXTILES:
By Ruby Keyes -9C

We’ve been getting organised in year 8 textiles this term making
fabric organisers. The wall hangings have been specifically
designed to organise objects from around the student’s homes,
inspired by the theme, London. The students have enhanced their
sewing skills learning patch pockets & machine applique.

By Milly Horan -9C

By Archie Lamont - 9M

YR8 FOOD TECH:
In year 8 food tech we have been
cooking from home! Several students
have been isolating so we decided to
cook at home, Miss Young hosted an
online lesson making cookies with her
students! Yummm...

By Miss R Addy

By Sara Roselli - 8M

By Freya & Livi
Barnes - 8

By Robert Lewis - 8C

By Sophie
Napthine - 8C

By Olivia
Hawksworth - 8C

YR9 RM:
There’s a shine on Yr9 RM this term as they learnt about
pewter casting, making pendants, keyrings, and jewellery!

By Izzie Milne - 8T

By Florence Owen - 8T

By Morgan Dimmock - 8T

By Evangelina Gray - 8M

By Sherry Saeed
- 10C Textiles

By Yasmin Benaziz
9H2 RM

By Aaron Bligh

By Nina De Jager
-10C Textiles

By Nina De Jager
-10C Textiles

The English department would like to congratulate all
students on the resilience and responsibility they have
continued to demonstrate through an undoubtably
challenging year. We have been thoroughly impressed by
the quality of work which has been produced and the level
of effort students have continued to put into their work.
As challenging as it is to select just one student from each Key Stage for
Celebration of Success, we would like to make a particular shout out to
the following students who were selected:

KS3 - Emma Lumley Year 9
Emma has shown outstanding Respect and Resourcefulness over the last
year. Her curiosity for English makes her a treat to teach.

KS4 - Joseph Legerton Year 10
Joseph always shares thoughtful, relevant, and insightful comments to
class discussions. He is diligent and has made wonderful progress.

KS5 - Shanti Roselli Year 12
Shanti has made a spectacular start to her A Level studies and goes
above and beyond in her wider reading. Well done.

Mock Exams
The English department have been particularly impressed with our Year
10 and Year 12 students this half term, who have successfully completed
their first round of mock exams. They approached the exams with a
diligent, hard-working attitude and consequently there were some
exemplary results.
The following Year 10 students achieved a grade 7 + in English Language:
By Miss C Bevan
Head of Department

Murder Most Foul, and Local
Year 9 have been enjoying a masterclass in writing
murder crime fiction from local murder mystery author,
and writer of Death In Paradise,
Robert Thorogood.
After 10 seasons of Death in Paradise,
Robert has published a murder
mystery story closer to home, so close
in fact he chose Marlow. He explains
that this was because the genre asks
for a murder to occur in the least likely
place, and where better than his quiet
home town of Marlow, and so the
Marlow Murder Club began.
Year 9 have been studying extracts from the book, and
have watched fascinating tutorial videos recorded by

The following Year 10 students
achieved a grade 7+ in English
Language:
CRITCHLOW Harry
DOWNING Emily
DUNN Sal
GENTRY Emmalene
GOMM Finley
HOLDER Amelie
MISKELL Lucy
MORGAN Rico
PRETTY Charlotte
PROWSE Bobby
RAY Alana
RAY Alicia
SABBA Lily
SAUNDERS Molly
SYKORA Helena
TARN Jessica
WATTS Keziah
ANTHONY Eleanor
WHYTE Maya
WILKIE Jj
HUDSON Lauren

The following Year 10 students
achieved a grade 7+ in English
Literature:
FITZPATRICK Colette
HOLDER Amelie
NOVIELLO Luca
RAY Alana
RAY Alicia

Robert, especially for Year 9 here at GMS. Each lesson
has focused on a different aspect of the genre, and a
different stage of story development to teach and guide
the students through each step to write their very own
murder story.
It has been a fantastic to see the
students so engaged with the writing
project and as Emma in Year 9 said, ‘it’s
been really useful to hear first-hand
from a real author and it’s not been at
all boring!’ High praise indeed!
That isn’t all. Covid permitting, Robert
is also kindly coming in to talk to all
of Year 9 at the end of term as the
culmination of this enthralling scheme.
By Mrs C Legerton

GCSE English Literature students (10K1) give their
take on Porphyria’s point of view
As part of the English Literature GCSE, students in KS4 study
an anthology of 15 love and relationship poems. One of
these poems is called Porphyria’s Lover by Robert Browning
– a dark and macabre monologue which examines the
nature of obsessive love. There is only one speaker in the
poem, so students only get to hear the male point of view.
Until now! Nearly 185 years after Porphyria’s Lover was first
written, we finally hear from the perspective of Porphyria
herself.
By Miss C Bevan ??
Head of Department

I left the party as soon as I could,
They all knew I would,
To him I must go,
Through the roaring wind
And clapping thunder,
Into the cottage where he sat,
How could he live in such a state
I lit the fire and straightened the mat
all he could do was sit there and wait

What is the difference between adoration and obsession? In my experience the
two are often intertwined. Whistling and destroying everything in its path,
the wind flowed in what seemed to be a synchronised movement, I knew if I
wanted to leave now would be the time to do it. As I scurried out, I heard the
familiar voices bellow out, the clinking of china, the sonorous vocals accompanied with the mellow melody faded out.
The clouds began spitting beads of water and the puddles overflowed, I knew
I was not far now. Despite the sable exterior, a silhouette emerged from the
window, it was him, I was here. I burst open the door anticipating response,
however he stayed sitting looking sombre, I lit the fire in a hope, he was stagnant due to the lack of atmosphere in the cottage. I removed my exterior garments drenched in the clouds’ sadness, intending to entice him with my beauty. I removed my hair tie, and it provoked an illicit reaction, became transfixed
on it, as I called out his name and caressed him, I was met with nullity, then it
was if a spark lit in a fuse, he became conscious again and began stroking my
hair, I welcomed the reciprocation, fondling my hair he started twiddling it
between his fingers he wrapped around my neck, the air slowly exasperating
out of me. Pain? I felt as though life was slowly draining out of me, they never
tell you that death is exhausting and as much as I knew what was happening,
I knew I did not have much fight left in me, so I accepted my fate and transformed to my next existence.
By Alicia Ray

observing me carefully
I tentatively took off my dripping robes
Not bothering to help
Not even offer a hand
I sit myself beside him finally in his arms
I just wish he’d do more for me
Apart from holding to my palm.
I told him how I loved him
But no voice replied
I could be his forever
But for now I was not too sure
Things weren’t really working
the way they had before
suddenly I felt one thick rope

It was getting late, I needed to see my lover. I pushed through the drunken
crowd of people waiting to be seated at their tables and was immediately
trenched in torrential rain. It was a long journey home and I scrambled
through the mud in anger, due to the fact I was forced to partake in this
journey instead of staying at the restaurant.

tightening around my neck

When the house was finally in sight, I breathed a sigh of relief and opened
the door gently. My lover didn’t show any signs of noticing me, so I decided to light a fire to impress him. To show him my affection I wrapped his
arm round my waist. Our eyes met as we stared lovingly into them.

Forever I would be his lover

Then suddenly I was choking, begging for air but he was smiling at me, as
if I was doing the same right back. As I realised my fate, tears fell slowly
from eyes I had been betrayed. In agony, I slowly faded away from the face
of the earth

By Emily Downing

By Luca Cicirello

light started to fade
I knew it was the end

Maybe I just had no other…

English

English

English students have shown great resilience
throughout this ‘challenging’ year!

The wind roared and whistled outside as the
door slammed shut behind me. The skies
opened and the rain poured down with a thud
as it hit the ground. The journey was long but
it was worth it after all, my lover was waiting.

But he didn’t move, he didn’t come up to me
and embrace me. He stayed sat silently not
even looking my way. I took of my clothes, after
the rain left them dripping. I went and sat next
to him, and forced his arm around me. And
then suddenly he takes over. He is in control,
he moves me around as if I was a doll. But
fascinated by my hair. Touching it, embracing

it, but not me.
I know he loved me and I loved him, my legs
ached but I carried on determined to not stop I can feel it wrapping round my neck, but im
not scared, he loves me he wouldn’t hurt me.
for he was expecting me.
But then it gets tighter and tighter and I gasp
I arrived at the house. But the fire was not on as
for my last breath, still smiling though, because
it usually was, something was of but I didn’t let
how could I let him see that I was hurt, I loved
that stop me from having a good time. I went
him and he loved me.
and started the fire and the heat hit me right
away, exactly what I needed.

By Bailey Girt

His rough, strong hands played and twirled my golden locks as I smiled at his child like fascination of my
hair. But soon, my smile had been replaced by a paroxysm of fear that crossed my now pale face. One,
two, three, my smooth shining hair was wrapped around. I stared into his eyes while he grimaced with
effort, pulling tighter and tighter while I gasped louder and louder. The love I saw just a second ago in
his hazel gaze had disappeared and all I saw was two dark pools of nothingness. They dragged me in
deeper, I fought for breath, but the surface was too far to see. I was drowning in the pure absence of love
and the horrifying abundance of emptiness.
I tried to reach out, to grab something, to fight this horrible monster that had taken over my love. But
it was all to late. He stared into my soul as my hair was yanked tighter one more time and breathing
became non-existent. There was no time to cry. All I could do was except my fate while I laid down on the
painfully hard floor and gave in to the temptation of death.
By Maya Whyte

The dark, heavy clouds towered above the antlike town below,
Rain poured peacefully beside me as I walked
enthusiastically towards my destination,
It was not a pleasant experience;
But I did anything for my lover,
I finally arrived.

My ears were drowned in laughter and shallow conversations, whilst my mind buzzed with the
thought of leaving this dreadful party. Any room I walked in, I was followed by a swarm of unwanted
congratulations and forced small talk. Champagne fizzed in the hands of ignorant aristocrats- all
celebrating my engagement to an undesirable man whom I had yet to find pleasing in the slightest.
People paraded the snobby young man around as if he were some sort of hero- marrying the young,
pretty daughter of a rich man, was obviously not seen as greedy or lustful, no, He was brave and
selfless. The whole party I carried around the heavy feeling of betrayal in the pit of my stomach. The
betrayal of my own family. The betrayal that I could not marry the man I loved. The room hummed with
excitement; My ears ignored the noise, and I could only focus on one thing. Seeing him.
Wind whipped against my face, I tried to cover my head with the sleeve of my cloak, but it was no
use, my cheeks were already red and raw from the freezing rain that spat at me with spite. Pine trees
fell with deafening crashes and the low rumble of thunder made the night sky more ominous than it
already was.

English

English

I left the hustle and bustle of the party and
drunken people danced in the room, words
slurred and drinks spilled.

I took a few steps into the cold, cheerless
cottage,
The place seemed lifeless,
My presence brought life to the place,
Making it warm and cosy, ready for master’s
presence,

Taken from the feast to which I did not care
To try and bear, my heart so fit to tear
The silence was loud much to my despair
And there he waited to face me with a look of
coldness, Faced with a glare
A hand wrapped round my waist, forced to my
distaste

There he was.

hair their weakness no place to escape

He sat there, motionless, looking into space,

enthralled by it I thought he was mine, I was too

Soon, like a lighthouse guiding my way from the stormy sea, I spotted a window. It shone the warm
yellow light of a flickering candle that invited me to come inside. I swung open the door with a proud
smile that I had made it. He was sitting on an armchair by the unlit fireplace, waiting. It took me a
second to realise that I was shivering uncontrollably from the biting conditions outside. I made my
way over to the fireplace and knelt on the hard wooden floor in front of a small pile of logs which I
quickly lit with some nearby matches. It glowed a deep yellow, lighting up the room with its dancing
flames. I slowly removed my drenched cloak and dripping shawl and placed them in front of the fire to
dry out. My long blonde hair tumbled down my back like a waterfall, as I removed a shining silver clipembellished with blood red rubies and carved intricately with climbing vines.

I took a just two small, soft steps towards him
and sat by him, he was unresponsive

a hand wrapped round my neck, choking no air

But what was happening?

his eyes never left mine, hands still in my hair

“I came here once the party became too unbearable”, I spoke softly with a touch of happiness in my
voice because I knew he would understand. He had not replied but he sat there, his eyes staring at me
expectantly. I did not say anything more. Instead, I gave a small sigh and reluctantly put his arm around
my waist. Normally he greeted me with a loving hug- this was when I started to become suspicious. My
eyes darted over his face searching for a reasonable answer to his strange behaviour. I felt concerned
by this strange situation, but I shook off the thoughts as he started to smile slightly, and his eyes glinted
in the calming light of the fire. Soon enough, His dark hair was resting against the golden stream that
was covering my bare shoulder. For a second, I was content. My worries were a distant memory and the
warm embrace of my lover, made me feel so sure that he was my future.

I suddenly felt dazed,

and the last breath left my mouth but I was not

Drifting away I thought I was falling asleep,

filled with any despair.

He took one good look at me, and, and, and,

By Olivia Tucker

Then something happened. Something completely, utterly, frightening.

So again, I made the next move,
Slowly, I took my gloves and jacket off in hopes
of making him happy.

That was it.
By Anonymous

late

left to taste
yet me lips still spread to make a smile
no time left the seconds went down on the dial

I hope this helps your understanding of my time at GMS,
Yours sincerely,
Daisy Bennett

YEAR 8: POETRY AND SHAKESPEARE

A poem about Kindness
A man in front of me laying on the floor
Balled in his cardboard box at my door
He shivered looked up at me and ran
Yet I had some money for him
But the world cold and grim
Didn’t notice didn’t care
By Louis Cade

But people are always unhappy
People are always in their own head space
It is easy to be kind
It is easy to be polite
All you need is the right state of mind

Let us all just be good

My poem about resilience

It feels like it was only a couple of weeks ago that I started at GMS,
I remember following my form like a bull in a china shop- being
cautious not to mess up my first day. It took me a couple of weeks
but I soon got the hang of everything. From then to now I would
say I have matured a lot as I am now properly in year 7 and soon
going to year 8. It has been fun at GMS and I am excited for the
years I will be spending here.

If people were kind, the world
would be a better place

Let us all just be nice

YEAR 7: POETRY AND FORMAL LETTER WRITING

I am writing to you to tell you about my first year at Great Marlow
School. This year has been a series of events from Covid, to starting
a new school and to leaving one behind. Leaving my old school
was tough as I had no idea what to expect at GMS. At the beginning of the year everyone was scared, from not being in the same
form as your friends from primary, worried about first impressions,
what your teachers are going to be like or how much homework
you’re going to get but now we have had nearly 8 months of it all
and it is going perfectly. The stress of starting a new school has
disappeared leaving nothing but positivity.

If people were kind, everyone would be happy

But everyone just wants to be right

By Mrs C Legerton

Dear Mrs. Legerton,

Kindness

In the breeze, my cat stood
Wondering if there was another mouse to catch
As she hasn’t caught one for months

Instead of being cold as ice
And hiding our true selves
By Chloe Lee

A smile spread across her face
She saw a mouse and she pounced
She missed
She ran past my garden gate
Looking round to see if there was another mouse
There was
She chased after it for hours
But in the end it got away
How sad my cat was
She was about to give up and go back inside
until
she thought she saw a mouse
She started to run
But as she was running up to what she thought was a
mouse
She found out that it was a toad
She saw it
Slowed down
And caught it!
So
Till this day she still perseveres
Because she knows she can do it
By Zoe Bendyshe-Brown

YEAR 9: SHAKESPEARE – REPORTING THE DEATH OF KING
DUNCAN AND A TRIP TO THE THEATRE.

English

English

The KS3 syllabus has had a shiny new makeover for this academic year and the standard
of work is a testament to how much students have enjoyed this innovative approach
to their English lessons. This year has seen Year 7 studying a range of texts from
Beowulf to Wonder as well as learning key writing techniques, Year 8 have tackled the
horrors of conflict through a range of literary texts and also considered how kindness
plays a part in everyone’s lives and lastly, Year 9 have embracing everything from the
struggle for identity to writing their own crime fiction with the help of local author
Robert Thorogood. The English department have been delighted by the superb
pieces of homework and class work that students in KS3 have produced and it is our
pleasure to share some of these here:

As A-level Literature students, we really appreciated Frayn’s honesty as he talked about his experiences and opinions on life. Having
better understanding of the intended meanings behind Spies has been invaluable to our studying of the text.
Following our meeting with Frayn, we spent a couple of lessons as a class discussing what we learnt and applying it to the context
of the book. In the discussions after the meeting, it was clear that we all shared the same opinions as we enjoyed meeting ‘an
accomplished author and to hear his thoughts and opinions’- Freya Hall, year 13- and gained knowledge from his ‘very insightful
response to all of our questions asked and provided a new way of understanding and interpreting the novel’
Lily Williams year 12.
Going forward, the students can now write about the book with the advantage of a wider understanding of the roots of the characters
and life of the author, allowing for deeper analysis of Spies in the exam and appreciation of Frayn’s work.
So, what’s next for Michael Frayn?

By Mr S Taylor

“Cambridge produces in abundance talents with the ability to please, but
few with that greater ability to disregard whether they please or not.”
Michael Frayn
This quote perfectly outlines the place where true literature comes from- within oneself, created due
to the love of writing and want to tell a story, not because it was learnt out of a textbook or forced
upon them. It is Michael Frayn’s want to write, not to please others or become famous, that was clear in
the meeting that the A level English Literature students had the honour of attending with him on 24th
February. The meeting was arranged by English Department’s Mr Taylor with the intent for us students
to further our knowledge of Frayn’s book, Spies, and gain an insight into his thoughts behind the awardwinning novel and start to better understand the man behind Copenhagen, Noises off, The Russian
Interpreter and many other plays and novels written over his lifetime.

The Deadline revealed in an interview with film maker Rebecca Frayn, daughter of Michael, that she “is set to direct Spies, based on
her father’s 2002 Whitbread Prize- winning novel.” Frayn will be handling the adaptation of his own work alongside his daughter and
The Deadline writes that “Final touches are being made to the screenplay and the team will soon go out to attach a lead actress.”
There are high expectations of the film following the reputation of the award- winning book paired with the success of the director’s
previous work Misbehaviour, starring Keira Knightley, and with the adaptation led by the author himself, Michal Frayn.
Overall, we would all like to thank Michael Frayn for giving us an amazing chance to hear his views on his book Spies as well as,
life and literature. Frayn gave up his time to talk to us and share his precious knowledge that will be priceless to us in the exam
when analysing the book. It is rare for students to meet the author behind the books we spend months picking apart and study in
depth- we consider ourselves very lucky. Finally, we would like to thank Mr Taylor for organising the meeting with Michael Frayn and
providing us with the remarkable opportunity.
By Maddie Jones Yr 12

“I’m walking through the station. Every pungent smell is

Spies is a novel based in war-time Britain in a small ‘close’ in the suburbs and follows an elderly Stephan as he recalls a significant ‘game’
in his youth that soon turns into a real life, serious event as him and his best friend Keith try to uncover a German spy. However, things
take a dark turn and secrets are revealed as not everything is what it first appears to be.

sobering me up bit by bit. The two children are quietly
babbling to themselves and the regret still lingers in my brain

In the meeting, when asked the question ‘how much of your book reflects your actual childhood, and how much is made up?’ (LilliRose Barsky, year 12) Frayn began to reminisce on what it was like when he began writing the book almost 20 years ago:

from the night I have just had. It was meant to be an innocent

“it was a struggle at first, but I found that once I started to remember, all the memories started coming back and I was plunged back
into my childhood and my friend’s lives.”

next thing I know I can feel the burning alcohol falling down

One of the more violent characters of the book, Mr Hayward, the aggressive father of Stephan’s best friend, Keith, and domestic
abuser, is revealed to us by Frayn to be one of the few characters based on an actual person. Mr Hayward was based on the father of
one of Frayn’s childhood friends that he hadn’t heard from since they were children. As Frayn had based a character so entirely on an
actual person, he was weary on how his old friend may react to the book:
“if he did not like what I wrote about him I would scrap the novel and that will be that.”
However, he describes how, through a reconnection with his childhood friend, Frayn was pleased to hear that his friend loved the way
the father was portrayed. The childhood friend even told Frayn that “he truly did hate him” and admired how Frayn had captured this
terrible character. Frayn told us that he “doesn’t usually take characters from his actual life,” as shown in the fully fictional characters
that are Stephan’s parents; however, Mr Hayward fit so perfectly into the novel that he was the exception.
As Frayn remembered the friendships of his childhood, he was asked, “were Keith and Stephan ever meant to have a true friendship?”
by Jessie Fairclough- Keith and Stephan are the main characters in the book who bonded over playing their imaginary game. Frayn
answered without hesitation:
“No, I don’t think they were. At that age friendships, for boys at least, aren’t very emotional and are mainly based on who you play a
game with”
Frayn described that he wanted to portray the equality of childhood ‘friendship’ and that, on the other hand, it often lacks the emotional
warmth of that of an adult friendship. This information seemed somewhat shocking to some in the meeting as it provided a realistic
point of view of how a child would view their own friendship- no emotional attachment, just the basic and shared imaginations of
children.
One of the answers that stood out most was the insightful question asked by Amy Verhoven, a year 13 who said, ‘as children we “half
understand” the world. As we grow up, do we understand fully or remain to “half understand” as we lose the imagination of a child?’
Frayn’s response to this was that he believes“You can’t go into the world without putting your own construction on it – that’s how we make sense of the world.”

work dinner but everything escalated so quickly and the

The English
department have
been amazed at
the standard of the
creative writing
that students have
produced this
term and would
like to share a few
with our readers.

my throat. As I stand waiting for the train my body is slowly
swaying to the horrible, default music that is playing through
the telecom. As I look down to my left I see my oldest child,
her hair is braided into two plaits, and they weren’t there
before so I assume the nanny did them. That word suddenly
triggers something in my brain and I realise that I need to find
a new nanny since this one had quit because I left her with the
kids for an extra 6 hours. The baby in my arms is sound asleep,
however is I move just one step she will be awake again.
The large suit case in my right hand is a rustic, tan colour. It
is covered in colourful badges from places that I could only
dream of going to. The case is heavy and the leather handle is
nearly falling off. It is filled with idiosyncratic items. Some of
which are sentimental to me and others are just meaningless
things. And with these articles I carry every single one of my
thoughts and feelings”.
By Iris Duncan (Yr8).

English

English

The author Michael Frayn joined our Year 12 and 13 students earlier this year
via a Microsoft Teams meeting to discuss his novel ‘Spies’ which we study for the
A Level literature course. Year 12 student Maddie Jones wrote an article for the
school website about the visit; her article is an articulate and inspiring account
of the conversation that our students had with Mr Frayn. She details the different
topics that Mr Frayn covered along with some of the reflections that our students
had on what was discussed. Maddie and all of our A Level students represented
themselves and the school exceptionally well during Mr Frayn’s online visit and
he commented afterwards at how well they had all conducted themselves.

English

English
By Chloe Shepard 8C3

By Arran Bligh yr 9

Students were asked to produce their own museum artefact that for them
symbolises the Holocaust. Below are a sample of the excellent results we had.

JUNIOR MATHS CHALLENGE 2021

Maths

History

Year 9 Holocaust Artefacts

This year the Junior Maths Challenge took place on
Thursday 29th April.
This is a National Competition which Schools opt into
each year. Teachers select the top Mathematicians
from the school to take part. We had a total of 27
students who had taken part across Years 7 and
8. This is an excellent opportunity for students to
extend themselves in the subject. In order to prepare
themselves, students independently worked on past
papers.
Well done to all the students selected and
Congratulations to the following who achieved an
award.

Year 7
Olivia Bartwicki Silver Award & Highest Score
Max McKay Silver
Lucy Apletree Bronze Award
Thomas Harper Bronze
Grayson Nye Bronze
Lucy Platt Bronze
Kavin Ravikumar Bronze

MATHS PROBLEMS OF
THE FORTNIGHT
Starting after Easter, the Maths department
have been setting a Maths Problem of the
Fortnight. This provided students (and staff )
a chance to utilise their Maths and Problem
Solving skills outside of Maths lessons,
generally utilising everyday Maths skills.
The problems have built in popularity up to
having over 60 students attempting at least
one of the two levels.
As a reward for taking part in this activity,
students have been awarded Achievement
points for taking part, getting a correct
answer and a special bonus point for the first
correct answer in each year group.
The problems are updated fortnightly and
are displayed in the Maths department as
well as being sent out to tutors.
See how you would do, below is the level 1
problem from the 3rd May:

Isabelle Stephenson Bronze

Year 8
Mara Apetrei Silver Award- Highest Score in Year 8
Can Gucumengil Bronze Award
Chloe Shepard Bronze
Etienne Van Tonder Bronze

These awards are recognised internationally and
can be used in future applications to Colleges and
University.
Bronze: Scored in the top 20% of the Country
Silver: Scored in the top 13% of the Country

By Mrs A Bansal

Congratulations to all students who have
been able to successfully answer these
problems each fortnight.

Just as we did in 2019, some students from years 11 and
13 spent the day at Holy Trinity Primary school helping
with their year 6 French Day. Amelia Hunter, Maggie
Bogie, Hannah Oliver, Rocco Di Monda, Cariad Lucas and
Anna Bradley helped to man stalls at the market and to
work with small groups practising and performing roleplays in the theatre workshop. They really helped the
young pupils enjoy the activities. Our students were
also happy to chat and answer questions about life at
GMS, which is great help for the year Y7 transition, as
we have not been able to have the year 6 pupils in Great
Marlow for a transition day. They were a credit to our
wonderful MFL team and to Great Marlow.
By Miss F Tuddenham
Head of French

Science

NATURAL HISTORY INVESTIGATORS
Over lockdown, I joined the Oxford Natural History Investigators group. The group
would usually be run at the museum, but due to COVID, they had to be held over
Zoom. The sessions were still very interesting and I enjoyed learning about the
different topics.

“The
Investigators
group was
formed to
provide young
people between
the ages of 14
and 16 a chance
to explore
their interest in
nature. Young
people taking
part have the
freedom to
devise and carry
out their own
project based
on Museum
specimens in
their free time.”

One of my favourite sessions was one we
did close to the start about creativity in
science. We were shown a project that the
museum did with a photographer called
Levon Biss several years ago where they let him use their insect collection to make
‘microsculpture’ insect portraits. The Explore task on the website shows all of the
photos he took and zoomed in on all the details. We also did a session on life at the
molecular level which was very interesting. Mia, one of the session leaders, talked
about DNA and how it is used.
The leaders would also give us tasks to do in between sessions, such as completing
little challenges. One of my favourite ones was when they told us to find a local
archaeological dig and research it. I researched the ‘Marlow Warlord’, which was
recently found and is an Anglo-Saxon burial site.
Closer to the end of the sessions, some scientists were invited to talk about what they
do as scientists. The first one was a psychologist who talked about her research into
the differences between human and animal brains. She focuses especially on great
apes and gives them puzzles to do. She then compares how well they did to how
well some human subjects did. In the second part of her session, she talked more
about how the human brain worked. Another scientist who came in talked about
her research into animals who sense light without eyes. She described a project she
had done about animals called brittle stars which they found could recognise shapes
despite the fact that they had no eyes.
I really enjoyed the Natural History Investigators and I look forward to visiting the
museum once the restrictions for COVID are lifted again. They also have a youth forum
which is very similar to these sessions, but only meets once a month. I also want to
look into trying to get a CREST award as the person who runs the Investigators has
given us some information about how we could do it.
By Emmalene Gentry

KS3 staff and students have worked incredibly hard over the past few months throughout
a plethora of challenges: online learning, self-isolation, the transition back to ‘normal’
schooling etc. Supported by their Director of Learning, Student Support Officer, form
tutor and class teachers, students have benefitted from the positive, supportive learning
environment at Great Marlow which focuses on both the emotional wellbeing and the
academic progress of our students.
A huge thank you to DOLs Miss Bawden and Miss Wheeler, SSOs Mrs Spencer, Mrs
Connor-Price and Miss Blanco-Rand and the KS3 form tutors for their ongoing
commitment and enthusiasm supporting our KS3 students.

YEAR 7 SETTLING INTO SCHOOL LIFE
Year 7 have worked hard to continue to settle into secondary school life
through a range of Covid-related challenges. The attitude to learning and
behaviour of students has been very good. As a year 7 team, we have focused
on supporting the emotional and social needs of our students throughout
a difficult and ever-changing year. The new system with students being
taught in their form groups has been effective allowing form tutors to build
better relationships with their forms and their class teachers. Students are
comfortable going to their form tutors, school support officer and DOL to
seek relevant support.

Year 7 News

MFL

GCSE and A-level students visit primary school

Congratulations to students who
received 13 or more Excellent
Attitude to Learning grades on their
June Progress Reports:
BARTWICKI Olivia

7E1

BRASIER Lenci

7E1

HOARE Edward

7E1

LANCASTER Addy

7E1

LAWTON Libby

7E1

MACKAY Nicholas

7E1

PHILLIPS Katie

7E1

RADNEDGE Bea

7E1

SHILLITO Kayla

7E1

KLUCZYNSKA Vanessa

7E2

YELLOLY Emily

7E2

CUMMINGS Eleanor

7E3

GUINNESS Orla

7E3

APLETREE Lucy

7H1

JOHNSON Matilda

7H1

MITCHELL Daisy

7H1

NICHOLLS Zoe

7H1

BENDYSHE-BROWN Zoe

7H2

BENNETT Daisy

7H2

GROOM Annabelle

7H2

JONES Lucas

7H2

LOUGHLIN Tommy

7H2

MATTHEWS Evie

7H2

MORGAN Sienna

7H2

MILES GRIFFITHS Charlotte

7H3

BLATT Alex

7K1

BOLTON Zach

7K1

HALL Charlotte

7K1

MCCAHON Rhiannon

7K1

MILLWARD Rebecca

7K1

NORRISH Isabel

7K1

PANTING Scarlett

7K1

PENDLEBURY Natasha

7K1

WELLS Lyra

7K1

Year 7 online parents evening was on Thursday 24th June with 79% of parents
and carers booking and attending appointments. We were very pleased to
receive positive feedback about the school year and the provisions made
during lockdown and for students who had to self-isolate.

MCKIE Tameka

7K2

THEN Olivia

7K2

TRIBE Emilia

7K2

WHARFE Tom

7K2

As a school, we are very proud of all our Year 7 students, their attitude to
learning and their resilience to the ongoing challenges throughout Year 7.

ZHENG Emily

7K2

CHAMBERLAIN Joely

7K3

I wish you all a safe and sunny summer and I look forward to seeing you all
in September ready for Year 8!

CHANA Ronak

7K3

COLLINS Albie

7K3

DOVE Sienna

7K3

SPENCE Beatrix

7K3

SYLVESTER Megan

7K3

Y7 ACTIVITY DAY – WESTHORPE
The Year 7 Activity Days usually take place at the beginning of the academic
year, as an opportunity for students entering Year 7 at Great Marlow School
to participate in a team-building activity day at Westhorpe Water Sports
Centre in Little Marlow. Due to restrictions imposed for most of this year on
extra-curricular activities, the school was not able to offer this opportunity
to Year 7s until this term. The Activity Days are run by ‘Operation Encounter’
and are delivered to all year 7 students over three separate days, one house
(Eagles, Hawks, Kites) per day.
The Activity Days were fantastic opportunity for year 7s to spend time
together away from the school environment and also to develop their
communication, teamwork and leadership skills. After a year of restrictions,
students were able to appreciate the great outdoors with their peers and
enjoyed participating in adventurous activities. The behaviour and attitude
to learning of the students was excellent throughout. Thank you to Helen
Murray for organising and to form tutors and LSAs for attending and for
their enthusiasm!

Y7 PROGRESS REPORTS – JUNE 2021
Students received their progress reports prior to the Year 7 parents evening.
These reports provide a valuable insight into their academic progress
and attitude to learning over the course of the past year. Form tutors will
be working through these progress reports with students during form
time considering WWW (what went well) and EBI (even better if ) areas
for development. This allows students to take responsibility for their own
learning alongside discussions with subject teachers at parents evening.

YEAR 7 PARENTS EVENING – JUNE 2021

By Miss F Tuddenham
Director of Learning Y7 & KS3

The Year 7 Activity Days are an exciting event usually taking place at the
beginning of the academic year, as an opportunity for students entering Year
7 at Great Marlow School to participate in team-building activities. Due to
restrictions imposed for most of this year on extra-curricular activities, the
school was not able to offer this opportunity to Year 7s until the summer term.
On June 16th (Hawks),17th (Eagles) and 18th (Kites) the students travelled by
coach to Westhorpe Farm in Little Marlow to spend the day with ‘Operation
Encounter’. The instructors ran three sessions throughout the day and each
student was able to experience raft-building, crate-stacking and an assault
course.
After a year of restrictions, the students were able to appreciate the great outdoors with their peers
and enjoy participating in adventurous pursuits. A fantastic opportunity for year 7s to spend time
together away from the school environment and also to develop their communication, team and
leadership skills.
The students participated in their house groups over three consecutive days. This enabled them
to gain as many points as possible and enter into some healthy inter-house competition. The
competitive element of the event heightened their motivation and enthusiasm for each activity
and the instructors encouraged every Year 7 pupil to be the best they could be.

Year 8 Students this term has settled well back
into school life following the previously disrupted
terms and have faced most challenges with high
levels of resilience and responsibility.
A HUGE thank you to Mrs Connor-Price, our Year
8 Student Support Officer, who has provided
support to many of our students through
these difficult times whether holding students
accountable for their actions, a fountain of
knowledge and support or as a positive energy
to pick the students back onto their feet. I, and
the cohort, thank you!
THORPE PARK
A roaring success. It was quite a cold day and some high
winds meant not all rides were available. What impressed
me was the positive spirit of the students and how they had
a good time despite the issues with rides. As always, I was
impressed with their behaviour and that they adhered to the
times of the day. This makes the trip run so much smoother.
M11

The students thoroughly enjoyed the freedom and camaraderie of each day. The weather ranged
from baking hot to wet and windy, but each and every student returned to school dirty, damp,
exhausted, but smiling.

Is now being run by our local Youthworker and is a restful
place for students to go and play cards or board games on a
Tuesday Lunchtime.

The winning house was Eagles and the overall winning form was 7E1 (Miss Ashby).

MACBETH
I would just like to acknowledge all the Year 8 students who
took part in the production of Macbeth. To say I was proud
of them would have be an understatement. They worked
incredibly hard.

Year 8 News

Year 7 News

YEAR 7 ACTIVITY DAYS 2021

PHASELS WOOD

At the time of writing this we are preparing for our annual
Year 8 trip to Phasels Wood. Over 180 students have signed
up and I hope they have a good time. We run this trip as a way
of enjoying a day off timetable and to recognise the work the
students have put in.

PARENTS ASSEMBLY

This event is being held on the 18th July. We will be recognising
the achievements of the year and seeing the winning hats
from the Art project. As well as the great Chocolate Giveaway.

I have seen some great progress from students, and I have
enjoyed the book monitoring which has been successful with
some of the students. The Homework Club on a Wednesday
has also clearly helped (students reluctantly agree that it
has made their lives easier)! These be back next year with a
couple of new initiatives to help students make progress
In general, I want to thank all the staff who can give so many
opportunities to the students. I acknowledge all the amazing
sports results both in and out of school. I also am aware of
the dancing, drama and music that the students do outside
of school. The students who help care for people and give of
their time for Charities.
I am hoping to celebrate this more next year. Community is
very important to us at Great Marlow School
Thank You for your support and I wish you all a happy
Summer. Enjoy it and I know like me the students will come
back refreshed and ready for the exciting challenges ahead.
By Miss J Bawden - Director of Learning Year 8

KINDNESS BOX
The winners will be drawn in our Parents’ Assembly

YEAR 8 HALL OF FAME!
“Excellent” AtL in ALL
Subjects studied:

Hudson Poppy

BIRD Keira

Top 15 Achievement
Points in Year:

GUCUMENGIL Can

Denteh Dylan

HUDSON Poppy

Bentley Thomas

KENNEDY Lauren

Hughes Carys

KILLINGTON Coco

McDermott Rosie

SHAW Lottie

Gucumengil Can

TATE Georgia

Hall Leah

WHYTE Elise

Duncan Herbie

McDermott Rosie
Apetrei Mara
Owen Florence
Ben Haj Ali Faris
Van Tonder Etienne
Bentley Thomas

YEAR 9 CAREER’S TRIP TO BUCKS NEW UNI
Year 9 have also been incredibly fortunate to be able to go on a trip to Bucks New
University to develop their knowledge and understanding of both higher and further
education options available to them. The day consisted of a number of workshops
about university courses and qualifications, they were also given the opportunity
to take a tour around Bucks New Uni giving students the chance to
see departments such as the media department, where an episode of
Black Mirror was filmed and the Operating Room, where students can
train as Operating Department Practice technicians and learn about
the skills needed to manage an operating theatre.

YEAR 9 PROGRESS REPORTS
Students have worked extremely hard this half term and I think this is
reflected in the majority of the progress grades this term. I would like
to congratulate the following students for achieving all ‘excellents’ in
their attitude to learning grades:
1.

Oliver Braid

2.

Charlotte Haddock

3.

Antonia Hay

4.

Milly Horan

5.

Talia Williams

I wish you all a wonderful summer and I look forward to seeing you all in September
ready for Year 10 and the start of GCSEs.
Mrs Wheeler
By Mrs S Wheeler - Director of Learning Year 9

It has, as always, been a very busy term. I am very proud of the cohort: how
they continue to make the most of all opportunities and how they retain
a very positive attitude, which is commented on by many stakeholders at
school. I find them a joy to lead, as they have so many positive qualities.
CAREERS IN SPORT
The Careers in sport presentation was a huge success because the very many opportunities
available in the sports world were opened up, apart from being a professional. The workshop
was voluntary and was held after school, meaning attendance did not impact on lessons. Over
40 students registered to attend, which was amazing. Following the event, I have received many
positive comments from the students, parents and carers about how useful this was. The presenter
was very impressed that so many students were willing to give up their time to attend: he pointed
out that employers are impressed by people who go the extra mile, and they should add this
workshop to their CV.

Year 10 News

Year 9 News

Year 9 have coped really well with the changes they have
had to deal with this year. One of the biggest challenges for
Year 9 was having to choose their GCSE options whilst coping
with the lockdown and online learning. The students have
all now chosen their options and we look forward to helping
them start their CGSE careers at Great Marlow in September. I
would like to thank all the tutors that have worked so hard
this year, through both lockdown and normal school times.
I would also like to thank our SSO for Year 9, Miss BlancoRand, who continues to provide amazing support for our
students allowing them to be happy and healthy at school.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR - B TEAM FOOTBALL
I run a B Team football activity after school on a Friday, this is well attended sometimes having over
30 students there. Due to its success, I organised one during the Easter holidays, which was well
received by all. It’s lovely to hear the students say how much they look forward to Fridays.

PREFECT PROCESS
Just before half term, we launched the Prefect process. A job advert was
placed on the website under job vacancies. The students had to apply
submitting a CV, a formal letter and referencing the 6Rs to explain why
they should be chosen as a prefect. Names of people who could give a
reference were also required; I felt this was a good practice for applying
to the world of work in the near future.
In tutor time the students were helped to produce their CV, which all
students completed. Our ambition is for this to be updated regularly over
the next year. We have chosen 80 prefects ready to start their roles in
September.

ELEVATE
At the start of June, we started work with a company called Elevate. Their
expertise is in promoting study skills. The three chosen topics are 1)
Student Sensi 2) Student Elevate 3) Ace your Exams.
After the first topic, the feedback forms from students were very positive,
as was all the verbal feedback. The best thing for me, however, was when
one presenter who delivers this workshop across the length and breadth
of the country, said our cohort was the most receptive and well-behaved
group he has ever known. Another presenter announced she was planning
to return at the next available opportunity. These comments were heartwarming and it was marvellous to be able to praise the whole year group,
without exception, on their behaviour. We look forward to completing
these workshops and seeing the benefit for the students.

MOCK EXAMS
At the time of writing, Year 10s are in the middle of the Mock Exam Season.
I am extremely impressed by the work of Mrs Chrominski. The exam
schedule is working like clockwork, due to it being so well organised.
Once again, the positive comments I have received from the invigilators
about the behaviour of the students are so pleasing to hear, when I pass
them onto the students it encourages them to keep going.

SIXTH FORM CENTRE
I have arranged to use the sixth
form centre for the two after
school revision sessions. Innovate
kindly opened up the café, which
enabled the students to purchase
refreshments as they revised. Both
days were very well attended and its
hoped it has given them an insight
into what is on offer in our GMS sixth
form, post 16. Moving forward it is
my intention to use the sixth form
centre for revision once a month and
Innovate has agreed to run the café.

May I wish everyone a relaxing
summer holiday and I look
forward to a very exciting year
beginning in September.
By Mr S Ross - Director of Learning Year 10
and KS4

Year 11 had their last day on the 26th May. The year group took part in a ‘Leavers
Breakfast’ where they had the opportunity to sign shirts and say goodbye to peers and
teachers. The student’s behaviour throughout the Leavers Breakfast was exemplary
which made for an enjoyable morning. After the Leavers Breakfast, students attended
a Leavers Assembly. This gave me an opportunity to not only pass on my thanks and
praise to the year group for all their efforts over a difficult couple of academic years,
it also provided time for form tutors to share their thanks and best wishes with the
students.
During the assembly, we had the opportunity to hand out awards to those who
received more than 100 achievement points. The winners can be seen
below:

100 points or more certificates:
E1

Zoe Clarke 130, Amelia Eldridge 137, Jake Sherwin 112, 			
Harry Bennett 100

E2

Ben Coles 297, Rocco Di Monda 133, Lucy Philips 222, Libby Wiles 146,
Camden Taylor 152, Richard Walker 124

E3

Sam Chaplin 146, Amelia Hunter 173, Jonathan Yarwood 131

H1

Katie Hardy 130, Amy Howard 114, Sulaiman Shah 113,
Ben Senior 155, Zoe Hurdwell 100

H2

Noah Grottup 114, Fynn Horner 212, Nicolle Vujasevic 186

H3

Persia Dance 176, Robyn Giles 103, Henry Hazlem 100

K1

Conor Antiss 187, Kyle Ferber 147, Rebecca Langford 114, Harry McNally
164, Liam Hester

K2

Emily Frost 145

K3

Oscar Ashley 115, Charlie Brooks 201, Alex Holden 113, Gianaceese 		
Soomal 149, Joshua Dudley-Holt 110

In addition, I had the privilege of awarding the Director of Learning award. This award
went to Amelia Eldridge. Amelia encompasses our school values, she shows excellent
resilience, responsibility and readiness to learn. Amelia is an active member of our
school community as a member of many sporting clubs, including be a key member
of the GMS Rowing team. It was a privilege and a pleasure to award Amelia with this
award.
I now wish all Y11 a happy and safe summer and look forward to seeing many on
results day on 10th August. In addition, I look forward to seeing many students as they
return in September to start life in Sixth Form.
By Mr S Wilson - Director of Learning Year 11

On Thursday 27th May, Great Marlow School said goodbye
and good luck to our departing Year 13 students.
The occasion was marked by a Leavers’ Breakfast attended by members of
staff, Year 13 form tutors and, of course, our wonderful school leavers.
For the first time in a long while the weather was beautiful with barely a
cloud in the sky. This break in the weather provided a fantastic opportunity
for the students and staff to provide a send-off for Travis Ludlow who
embarked on the first stage of his round the world air challenge.
As you may be aware, Travis is hoping to become the youngest person to fly
solo around the world in a single-engine plane.
His adventure began from Booker Airfield, and he
coincided his take off with the beginning of the
assembly at 9.30am. All the students in Year 13
were able to stand outside the 6th Form Centre as
he provided us with a low, fly-past not once, but
twice. The gathered crowd cheered and waved as
he passed; we wish his every success with this
incredible feat of skill and endurance.
Once the students had gathered in the 6th
Form Centre they proceeded to chat and eat the
breakfast kindly organised by the school. The
event was joyful and relaxing. The 6th Formers
were given goodie-bags, with a few gifts to
remind them of their time in the 6th Form.
Mr Hollyman delivered a speech, which was packed full of questionable
humour and anecdotes about the students over their time in the 6th Form.
Finally, the students were treated to a slide show of photos of them over, for
some, their seven years of education at GMS.
This year, the students have endured a very challenging time due to the
pandemic and the sizeable impact that this has had on their education. It was
important that Mr Hollyman’s speech recognised the difficult circumstances
that the students were faced with in their final year of formal education.

NEW HEAD GIRL AND HEAD BOY

Sixth Form News

Year 11 News

Now that the dust has settled after the Y11 Final Grading Assessments, it
gives me the opportunity to look back over what was a fantastic final couple
of weeks for Y11. As mentioned in previous communications, Y11 conducted
themselves with maturity, showing excellent levels of responsibility and
resilience throughout the period of Final Grading Assessments. I was
extremely pleased with the way all students rose to the challenge of the
assessments and embraced the assessments as an opportunity to really show
what they had learnt over the course of the last two academic years.

On Tuesday 6th July, Mr
Hollyman and Miss Jones
interviewed
thirteen
fantastic students for the
position of Head Boy and
Head Girl at Great Marlow
School.

All students had to write
a letter applying for the
role in which they outlined
their skills and their reason
for wanting the position.
In total we received over
thirty applications for the Senior Prefect positions; it was
heartening to see so many students who wished to take
a leadership role and support the 6th Form and School in
their final year.
As usual, the quality
of the field was
outstanding
and
all
interviewees
presented
themselves in an
exemplary manner.
We interviewed 13
students
for
the
position of Senior Prefects and, after a great deal of
deliberation, selected Aila Hollows Butwell and Leo
Simpson to be Head Boy and Girl with Joe Riley and
Maddy Jones as their deputies.
The 6th Form Team are looking forward to seeing what
this young, dynamic group can achieve in the new
academic year.
By Mr Hollyman, Miss Jones
and Mrs Evans - GMS 6th
Form Team

The 2021 athletics season has seen a huge
number of athletes take to the track and field,

Year 8 Boys – 153 points (2nd place)

Kyle Karam: 2 records

Year 8 Girls – 85 points (4th place)

100m = 11.72s

Year 9/10 Boys – 78 points (2nd place)

200m = 25.0s

filled with enthusiasm, fuelled by the missed

Year 9/10 Girls - 75 points (2nd place)

Olivia Fyfe: 1 record

athletics season of 2020.

Notable performances:

300m = 45.50s

Despite the ubiquitous COVID-19 pandemic,

County Athletics Championships, the District

Congratulations to Joely Chamberlain, who won the
most points of any GMS athlete. Joely won the 100m,
200m and shot putt, in addition to gaining podium
finishes in the javelin, discus and long jump, earning 56
points for GMS!
Congratulations to the following students, who also
gained first place finishes in the District League:

Athletics League and the ESAA Track and

Mabel Daw – Javelin

Field Cup. These competitive opportunities

Olivia Fyfe – Long Jump

have been long-missed, with the absence of

Will Allen: 1 record

Will Allen – 100m

200m = 25.93s

the 2021 athletics season provided students
with the opportunity to compete against other
schools in three separate competitions; the

competitive fixtures form the autumn and
spring calendars. For our year 7 students,
this was their first time representing GMS in
external competitions, for older students,

Ollie Bolton – 800m

Georgia Price: 1 record
200m = 28.3s
Amelie Savage: 1 record
Triple Jump = 9.05m

Sam Arzberger – Long Jump

Rebecca Tinnelly, Charlotte Greening,
Antonia Hay and Jess Meek

Year 8 Boys Relay Team

4x100m relay = 57.02s

County Athletics Championships

By Mr S Goodright
Head of PE

their first time competing for the school in
over a year.

ESAA Track and Field Cup
A nationally run, team competition, where students
must compete in one track and one field event.
Competitors earn points for their team dependant
on their time, distance or height achieved. The team
with the highest total points, wins.
Results:

Junior Boys – 285 points (3rd place)
Junior Girls – 220 points (7th place)
Inter Boys – 334 points (5th place)
Inter Girls – 249 points (8th place)

District Athletics Championships
A local, team competition, organised and run by
GMS. The two highest scoring competitors for each
team earn points based on their final placing.
Bolstered by their Track and Field Cup success, the
GMS teams took to their respective District League
competitions, in high confidence and determined
to continue their reputation as the most dominant
co-ed school in the district. The teams did just that,
by becoming the 1st placed co-ed school in every
single age group.

Year 7 Boys – 107 points (2nd place)
Year 7 Girls – 88 points (3rd place)

An individual competition, where athletes compete to
qualify for the English Schools Athletics Championships,
by achieving qualifying times, distances or heights.
The County Athletics Championships saw some notable
individual successes for GMS athletes. Kyle Karam, a
year 9 student, competed in the most events out of
any GMS athlete at the championships. He finished
2nd in the 200m, and 4th in both the 100m and the
long jump. Meanwhile, fellow year 9 student, Casper
Chillingworth managed a personal best in the junior
boys 1500m. Credit must also be given to Joe Lucas and
Joseph Windall, along with Kyle, who demonstrated
outstanding to commitment to their extra-curricular
activities, by competing in the County Championships,
before heading straight off to their Duke of Edinburgh’s
Bronze Award training expedition. Congratulations to
Zenzele Samuel-John and Nu’Bia Samuel-John, who
were also selected to compete.
Overall it has been a fantastic year for GMS athletics,
in terms of individual excellence, team successes and
mass participation. The PE department are very excited
to see what the students can achieve in 2022.

School records
Clearly the rest in 2020 was good for the GMS
students, with 10 school records broken at
various events across the 2021 athletics season.
Congratulations to the following students, who all
broke records:

Joely Chamberlain: 3 records
100m = 13.43s
200m = 27.64s
Javelin = 21.34m

A selection of photos from
the District Athletics held at
Little Marlow Running track
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Athletics 2021

2021 saw the return of cricket after COVID had managed
to curtail all forms of cricket last year. We entered the
2021 season keen to get some cricket played and a
recruitment drive took place for u13 players at the start
of the term. This was supported by the outstanding work
the PE staff had done in lessons to teach and promote
cricket. We saw around 25 students of ranging abilities
and experiences attend training on regular basis from
the beginning of term. Students showed determination
and dedication to enhance and improve their skills and
this was rewarded when it came to playing fixtures in
the second half of the term.
The under 13s competed in the district cricket league
this year which saw us play 4 out of the 5 fixtures against
the local secondary schools. The under 13s first game
came against Sir William Ramsey which resulted in a last
ball dramatic finish, seeing GMS come out on top. The
euphoria and excitement of this win was reminiscent of
England winning the world cup final against New Zealand,
with students running onto the pitch to celebrate with
the 2 batting heroes, Arthur Barber and Nick Mackay.
For many of the students, it was their first experience of
playing competitive cricket and was a great achievement
to secure the win.
Off the back of their first win, students were excited
about playing cricket and numbers continued to grow at
training which made match selection harder. Their next
fixture came against St Michaels and with the momentum
of winning their first game, they produced a dominate
display to beat St Michaels by 7 wickets. Excellent bowling
from Harry Price and Callum Wolstencroft limited St
Michaels score and ensured the batters did not have too
many to chase.
Another excellent performance came against Princes
Risborough. However, the strength of Risborough’s side
meant they suffered their only defeat of the season.
Risborough had a wealth of club cricketers and that
proved the difference. Risborough limited the under 13s
to 44 off 14 overs which proved not to be enough runs, as
they were able to score the runs with 8 wickets left. There
were positives to take from the performance, particularly
with the quality of bowling displayed. It took Risborough

12 overs to score the runs with George Hewlett being the
pick of the bowlers.
Overall,
it
has been a
successful year
for the under
13s, it has seen
around
30
boys and girls
attend cricket
this term with
many of them
playing cricket
for the first time. This success is a great foundation of the
future of cricket at Great Marlow School.
The under 15s were not just affected by the COVID
pandemic but also the loss of key players over the 18
months. However, this saw the emergence of new players
and a real sense of team spirit. Charlie Rhymer has been
brilliant, organising and rallying a squad together that has
shown a high level of competitiveness and enjoyment in
every game. This has meant the under 15s have qualified
for the final of the district competition where they will
face Princes Risborough.
There has been both some excellent team and individual
performances this term. Isaac Madden gave a perfect
performance against Beaconsfield, collecting 3 wickets
and hitting a blistering 30 to win the game. A great team
display was the success in the victory against Highcrest,
where everyone bowled with control to restrict the runs.
This was followed by a complete batting performance,
which meant they knocked off the runs with 3 overs to
spare. Will Clayton dominated the game in the victory
over Sir William Ramsey, scoring a powerful 46 to help
set up an impressive total in which SWR never looked like
reaching.
The under 15s will look to gain revenge over PRS in the
final next week. PRS are the only side to have beaten the
under 15s this year but hopefully with a strong team
performance in the final, it will result in triumph for the
students, being a fitting way to end their cricket careers
at Great Marlow School.

U13 ROUNDERS
The year 7 and 8
rounders teams have
been working incredibly
hard over the last term
to improve on their
batting and fielding
skills. They have shown
true resilience through
some adverse weather
conditions, but this has
not stopped them from turning out in their masses week
after week. With over 40 students attending the afterschool club our set routines have never been better and
our golden triangle is hard to beat.
Our first fixture of the year was against Borlase, we fielded
three teams with a mixture of year 7 and 8 students, we
all knew this would be a hard match, but all three teams
dug deep and came out victorious with five wins and
one draw, smashing the opposition out of the park. A
well-deserved victory. Our second fixture followed suit
and again our three teams came out victorious. The final
challenge of the year was the district league where we
fielded two teams, team A from our year eight cohort and
team B from year 7 cohort. Both teams worked incredibly
hard despite wet and windy conditions. Our year 8 team
had some very tough opposition and managed to come
in fourth place overall. The year 7 team knew they would
be up against students from the year above, but they
didn’t let this phase them. Winning 3 of their 4 games by
a convincingly and then unfortunately, narrowly (half a
rounder) losing to the eventual tournament winners, the
year 7 rounder’s team came in a valiant 2nd place
overall.
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CRICKET

U15 ROUNDERS
The Year 9 students have been very committed to training this year,
making great progress throughout the term. The Year 9 and 10
students started their fixtures campaign with two very successful
games against Claire’s Court. MVP awards went to Helena Sykora
and Charlotte Greening/ Sophie Apletree. Next up was the district
league. The A team cruised to victory over their opponents in the
group stages, beating SWR, SWB, WHS and PRS convincingly, MVP
awards going to Sophie Apletree and Helena Sykora. The B team
had a tougher round of matches, but highlights saw Erin Kelly
contributing with her consistent batting and Charlotte Haddock
remaining calm as bowler. The A team came up against a very well
drilled SWB team in the semi-final, but excellent batting from
Collette Fitzpatrick and Erin Kelly led to GMS winning by 1 rounder.
The team faced BHS in the final and couldn’t quite do enough to
take the title, losing by 1 rounder. Well done girls.
By Miss G Muttit

Well done to every student who has taken part in
rounders club this term. With such strong teams
in both year 7 and 8 we are all looking forward to
seeing what they can accomplish next year!
By Miss I Bateman

By Mr A Higgins

U14 GIRLS FOOTBALL - COUNTY CUP WINNERS
The U14 girls football team picked up where they left off last year
on the hunt for the county cup! The girls were extremely fortunate
to be able to play their final, albeit a year later! Their commitment
and dedication to training on a Friday afternoon prior to the final
was second to none, and preparations were vigorous in the run
up to the final. Unfortunately, due to COVID and isolations, two
pivotal players were ruled out of the fixture the night before, Rosie
McDermott and Beth Evans, which led to changes in formation
and positions for the squad. The GMS team dominated early in the

The girls remain unbeaten over the last 2 years and were the first team
in GMS history to win the U13 (U14) girls county cup competition. The PE
department are so proud of all the girls in the squad, and also those who
could sadly not make the finals
day but contributed on the cup
run. Bring on the 2021 season!
By Miss G Muttit and Mr A Gilpin

SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP S
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Marlow derby and took a 1-0 lead, Emma Vigolo setting up
captain Becky Tinnelly who remained calm under pressure
and found the back of the net. GMS continued to dominate in
the first half with Millie Catlin and Antonia Hay pressing the
SWB defence, and Rachel Clarke (GK) a number of great saves
for GMS. SWB came out strong after the half time break and
scored two goals in quick succession. The GMS girls did not
give up, with Nubia Samuel-John using her blistering pace to
attack the right wing, but the fatigue was starting to set in and
we couldn’t find the opposing net. There was only 1 minute to
go and GMS thought it was all over, until hero Sophie Apletree
chipped the ball from 25 yards out towards the goalkeeper.
The ball looped and spun, higher it went, over the goalkeepers
head, and into the top left hand corner! The crowd (Miss
Muttitt, Mr Goodright and substitutes) and players went
wild! The second goal was very quickly met by the final whistle which meant
it was going to penalties (COVID rules, no extra time). Due to the rolling
substitutions rule, the decision was made to put England Academy goalkeeper
Emma Vigolo between the
sticks for the penalties. Her
presence in the goal led to SWB
missing the target for their first
two penalties. Antonia Hay,
Millie Catlin and Emma Vigolo
remained composed and found
the back of the net. With the
last GMS penalty to be taken,
the score was 3-3. Up stepped
the hero of the day, Sophie
Apletree, who struck the ball
into the right hand corner to
bring the county cup home to GMS. The girls were welcomed back to school
to the famous, ‘It’s Coming Home’ song blasting through the speakers; a
memory that should stay with them forever.

Great Marlow has been recruited by the Football
Association supported by Barclays and the Youth
Sport Trust to work with families of schools that
are committed to the growth and development
of girls’ football. Through this infrastructure, we
aim to develop innovative ways to deliver football
for girls, improving participation from their very
first experience; creating an active and confident
generation of inspired female footballers.

YEAR 9 INCLUSIVE CYCLING CLUB
The cycling initiative has proven to be one of the
most successful curriculum innovations on the GMS
PE activity list. Students have been fully engaged
and enthralled by the opportunity to cycle in a PE
lessons. To support and facilitate this ‘curriculum
keenness’ further, we have been running an inclusive
cycling club since Easter.
Students have consistently turned up to improve
a variety of cycling skills as well as develop their
social and physical well-being. Popular activities
have included, drag racing, towing challenges, speed challenges and
‘bikekhana’. To be honest, there has been times where the staff appear
to be enjoying the club as much, if not more than the students. Such is
the atmosphere at the club, the development of the students has been
outstanding, particularly with employability skills, which go hand in
hand with this type of activity.

Due to the relaxation of COVID restrictions, Miss
Windsor, alongside 2 sixth formers, Dean Whiteley and
Emily Whelan, have been able to go into 6 of the local
primary schools to deliver free taster sessions of the
‘Shooting Star Programme’. Over 300 students from Y1
to Y6 have been introduced to the programme. During
the sessions we have looked at specifically developing
student’s physical literacy, speaking, football ability
and listening skills, through creative play and
storytelling. Everyone had a football at their feet by
the end, regardless of previous experience.

Teamwork, communication, discussion, support, empathy, responsibility
and respect are just some of the keywords which have been used in
the sessions and demonstrated by the students as they have pedalled
though the term.

All the pupils were engaged, active and positive
throughout the sessions. Below is some of the
feedback we received:

Moving forward, I am very pleased to say we have secured funding from
the ever-generous FOGMS, Leap, and the numerous donations from
parents and the community with bikes, which means the project can
continue to flourish, both in curriculum and extra-curriculum time.

“We felt the sessions were really well run and the
children thoroughly enjoyed the experience. It was
great to have two female role models for PE too, this
makes a big difference to the girls.”
“Year 6 thoroughly enjoyed it and Mrs Armstrong
thought you both were “awesome!” which is high
praise.”
By Helen Windsor – FA Strategic Lead

To round off, the first year of this initiative, the students have been
rewarded with a cycling trip which takes place off school site. This trip
was the perfect vehicle to test the students new found skills (off of the
bike) as they were responsible for the entirety of the organisation,
including, map work, minibus logistics, bike maintenance, supplies,
tools and the itinerary. The bike ride is due to culminate with a cooking
session, where the students will cook their chosen menu on the PE
department Trangia stoves (another new activity on the curriculum),
making this bike trip, more of a mini adventure, than just a ride out.

I would personally like to thank all those who have supported the
project and especially year 13 student Emily Whelan, who has been an
inspirational energy to the students at the club.

By Mr S Goodright
Head of PE

A select few year 9 students visited Farnham Park on
the 5th July to learn new skills for the game of baseball.
Students took part in four sessions learning about the
principles of baseball; batting, pitching and fielding.
Lewis put his full determination into the warm up game
and even after a dramatic fall, he flew around the bases,
ensuring his team had the best chance of winning. The
pitching session was a challenge to the students, as they
were trying to pitch fast and accurately. Students showed
great resilience and all performed a successful pitch. Tim,
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FARNHAM PARK BASEBALL TRIP

Amy and Jess never gave up during the fielding sessions
making sure they had successfully stopped a ground ball.
When it came to batting, students learnt it was not all
down to power but also technique. Finley, Mia and Emma
managed some controlled batting whereas Lewis and
Selma went for full power hitting.
The students were a credit to the school and the organisers
felt they deserved a treat after all their hard work. This
consisted of the students choosing between an ice cream
or a cookie. As you can imagine this went down well with
the students. Well done to all the students involved.
By Miss E Boddy

Tennis
The tennis club started after Easter. An unbelievably high turnout for the u13 training
session saw over 50 students of all abilities come down to train to play. There has been
an abundance of fixtures to play as well. These have taken place in all types of adverse
weather conditions. This extreme weather set in for the first set of fixtures, against
Beaconsfield High, and DCGS for the u13 and u15s respectively. Some excellent
performances by Ben Murado for the u15 boys, and Georgia MacKay against some
tough opposition in the u13s set the standard high for the subsequent matches. This
standard was taken into the next games against John Colet. There were some brilliant
rallies and tight games, but the U13 boys worked harder and came away with the win.
We finished our last fixture against Amersham school in the torrential rain, but it soon
brightened up for the U13 boys to come away with a win with some fantastic play
from Will Allen and Henry Harbison.
There have been some challenging games, where the U15 girls team of Sophie, Lizzie,
Abbie, Charlotte and Becky demonstrated their determination against some physically
strong players from Burnham Grammar school and Wycombe Abbey. This determination
and grit pushed the opposition in all aspects of the game, resulting in some classic matches.
From this team, there is, and has always been a great sense of togetherness, and reflection
in preparation for their next matches. It is a similar situation with the u15 boys, who have
put in some brilliant performances. ‘Seed 2’ (Theo), as he is now known, demonstrated a
reserved yet ruthless style of play with some excellent game winning shots against Borlase.
There has also been a sense of community with the club, with the more experienced players
helping the younger athletes in a series of friendlies against Borlase. A special thanks to
Will, Theo, James and Sal, who, along with debutant umpire Mr Gilpin, lead some brilliant
matches for the committed u13 players, who have been working hard in the training
sessions. Georgie has been incredibly empathetic with her actions helping the yr 7’s develop
their serving. It clearly helped Emilia and her determination has enabled her to evolve into
a stronger player, who now has a consistently accurate serve. And with the addition of Lucy,
the Apletree dynasty is growing with both sisters involving themselves significantly in the
organisation of the teams, ensuring the players are all set for the fixture.
By Miss E Boddy and Mr H Magnay

GCSE PE COMPETITION
This summer there has been the introduction of the GCSE PE Athletics competition. Each member from
the 3 respective classes, has competed in the different track and field events. Class averages have then
been worked out for girls and boys, allowing us compare against the other classes. The competition was
put in place for the students to develop their competitive edge, and their physical attributes, which will
benefit all the students in their practical sports.
There had been some excellent performances in the throws, runs and jumps, with all the students
striving to record their best score. Of note, Liv Fyfe and Malakhi Allick have put some blistering times
in for the sprint track events. Miss Porter’s class packs a punch with the Javelin and Shot Put, recording
some solid distances thanks to Emily Downing, Liam Bruno and Shannon O’Hagan. Elliot Day had some
excellent attempts in the triple jump, almost hitting the 11m mark, and Mr Goodright made a guest
appearance in the relay, to secure victory for the ‘Magnay’ class. Although initially causing a dispute of
fairness in the PE office, it was resolved when taking into account the age of Mr G, based on the number
of grey hairs he has.
With each class performing to their absolute best, there have been many athletes who could claim
the Most Valuable Athlete. Nevertheless, the MVA for each class is Liv Fyfe and Malakhi Allick for Miss
Muttitt/Mr Roberts’ class, Elliot Day and Georgie Price for Mr Magnay’s class, and Liam Bruno and Emily
Downing for Miss Porter’s class
Well done to all the students for recording some outstanding scores, which can contribute to their final
grade, and also, for showing the drive and resilience to be the best.

By Mr S Goodright

Year 7

The Bronze Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award training and expeditions
took place over the summer term.
In June, the Bronzes practiced the
expedition skills they had learnt, on
an expedition training weekend in
and around Iver and Wooburn Green.
They walked for two days, with an
overnight camp in between at Walter
Davies Scout Campsite in Stoke Poges.
The weekend was a great success and
the students were now trained and
ready to undertake their qualifying
expedition.

This year the new intake of Year 7s had a fantastic opportunity to take part in indoor rowing. This has been with
the aim to develop their rowing technique and understanding of the activity on the rowing machines, putting
them one step ahead and fully preparing them for when they can join the GMS Boat Club. Over 80 year 7s seized
the chance to learn a completely new activity and become involved in another extra-curricular club, whilst also
improving their fitness. During the sessions the rowers completed a number of technical drills, fitness exercises and
competitions against each other. The rowers achieved some top scores in the team relays, in addition to individually
in the 500m sprints.
For the year 7s we ran a rowing camp during the May half term. The students had great fun completing land based
fitness, rowing machine challenges and water sessions in 8s, 4s and singles. Even if there was a few near misses,
all the students managed to stay dry. This has now continued into the last half term with students attending water
sessions during the week and weekend. Students have shown good teamwork skills to carry the equipment to and
from the water, getting set up as quickly as possible, which has allowed them more time on the water. I have seen
a huge improvement in the student confidence on the water as well as technical ability. Students have developed
from rowing attached to a rope, to many, now rowing without the rope. This allows the students to learn how to
steer and balance the boat.

Year 8
Finally, after a year with lock downs and rising river levels the year 8 students
were allowed on the water for an Easter Rowing Camp. This facilitated a
smooth transition into the Boat Club for the last term. Similar to the year
7 camp, the students had great fun completing land based fitness, rowing
machine challenges and water sessions in 8s, 4s and singles. These students
are now part of the Boat Club and attend session indoors and on the water regularly. Although they managed to
capsize singles and a quad, they appear to always be smiling and taking on the challenges. This has allowed the
students to learn new skills in the boat.

By Miss E Boddy

SPINFIELD ROWING SESSIONS

Transitioning from primary
to secondary school is a
particularly
significant
change for children. Our
PE transition session gave
the opportunity for 28
students from Foxes Piece
to have a tour of the Great
Marlow School PE facilities, have any questions or
queries answered, and an invaluable insight into what
a PE lesson at GMS is like. Whilst here, the students had
the opportunity to engage in two PE lessons; one lesson
focused on badminton which involved learning the
overhead clear, involving balloons, team competitions
and awards for the most improved pupils. During the
second PE lesson, students got to compete in a rowing
lesson, where they learnt about technique, power, and
the muscles used during a rowing race. This was also
a competition with a prize for the team that rowed
the furthest distance in 15 minutes. The students
thoroughly enjoyed the lessons and experience of
PE at GMS, all are looking forward to starting here in
September.

On Monday 5th and
Tuesday 6th July, three
year 11 sports leaders
attended Spinfield

By Mr J Gilpin

GMS PE Department

Primary School to help
deliver two 90 minute
rowing sessions. The year 6
students learnt about the rowing technique and competed
in a range of competitions. These competitions consisted of
a speed (strokes per minute) and power challenge, a distance
competition and team relays. The students managed to
complete a 15 minute relay each session. In addition to this,
students developed their understand on some key muscles
used throughout the rowing stroke and the importance of
teamwork and communication in their relays.
Well done to all the year 6 students who took part and thank
you to our three year 11s who helped run the sessions, Erin,
Robyn and Amelia.

We look forward to seeing some of you in September.

A big well done to all of this year’s Bronze participants
for showing such strength and fantastic team spirit.
The feedback from the expedition leaders and
assessors has been great. They have submitted
some excellent expedition reports detailing each
student’s abilities, accomplishments and personal
development. The sensible, mature way the students
conducted themselves throughout the weekend,
along with their positive attitude and enthusiasm
made the experience enjoyable for everyone involved.
I hope their Bronze expedition has sparked and
interest and curiosity in the outdoors and adventure
and their success encourages them to continue with
the award and progress to Silver next academic year.
By Miss H Murray

Thank you to all the students who have helped the camps and sessions be successful.

FOXES PIECE PE TRANSITION DAY

as they made their breakfast and packed their tents
and kit into rucksacks. After a last check of their
maps, the groups set off on the homeward leg of their
expedition. Their journeys were arduous and they
encountered hills, valleys and yet more ‘navigational
challenges’. Despite this, they maintained a positive
attitude and morale remained high. They embraced
the demands of the hike and all completed their
expeditions smiling and relieved.

The Bronze qualifying expedition took place over the
weekend of 26/27th June, in the beautiful Chilterns
countryside between Aylesbury and Berkhamstead,
with an overnight camp at Braidwood Scout
Campsite, near Chesham. The students’ journeys
were challenging, yet enjoyable. There were a few
‘navigational challenges’ en route (aka getting lost!),
however group by group, the weary travellers arrived
tired and relieved at the campsite. They set up camp
and cooked a meal together in their groups. Once
the washing up was done and the camp was tidy, the
Bronze participants enjoyed some free time. With no
mobile phones permitted over the weekend, it was
pleasing to see the students organising their own
entertainment, happily chatting and playing games
with surprising levels of energy after their challenging
day.
After a mainly quiet and fairly restful night (despite
every tent being visited by earwigs!), the campers
one by one emerged sleepily from their tents. The
morning was overcast and the mood in camp was
peaceful. Despite having a long and demanding day
ahead of them, the students were all in good spirits
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BRONZE DOFE TRAINING AND EXPEDITIONS

PE

ROWING

The Silver DofE
expedition
training started
in
May
and
the mode of
transport
for
the
journey
was
paddling
in
canoes.
Water-based
expeditions
can
give
an
entirely different perspective on journeying,
immersing participants into a new
environment and experience. Participants
have to learn new skills, and the Silver level
of the award requires more time to plan, train
and prepare for a qualifying expedition.
The training days took place at Wokingham
Waterside Centre and the instructor-led sessions
taught the participants the importance of safely
undertaking an expedition in a demanding
and challenging environment. The students
learnt first aid, the importance of suitable kit
and equipment, emergency procedures and
core paddling skills. They spent an afternoon
becoming proficient in capsizing into cold water
and learning recovery drills.
With training complete, the students were
prepared for a two day practice expedition,
however the weather was not on our side and
water conditions brought a premature end to
our plans. Fortunately, we were able to fit in
two alternative days to practice the expedition
skills necessary to embark on the upcoming
qualifying expedition. At the end of the two
days travelling between Goring and Henley, the
Silvers were confident, competent and ready.
We set off for the stunning Wye Valley on
Thursday 1st July and after a three hour journey,
arrived at camp in Hereford. The participants
quickly set up their tents and enjoyed a relaxed
evening ahead of the start of their adventure.
In the morning, once breakfast was cooked and

eaten and tents, stoves and equipment were
packed into drybags, the students launched
their canoes into the River Wye and set off
downstream, travelling to their first checkpoint.
The participants had chosen an expedition
aim for their group, ranging from the effects of
littering in the countryside, to observing wildlife
along the route. Students photographed and
collected evidence throughout their journey.
The destination for day 1 was a small campsite on
a farm in Preston-on-Wye. The campsite was set
at the edge of the river and the views at sunset
were stunning. The students enjoyed socialising
in the evening, with no mobile phones. They
chatted and played card games by the riverside
and enjoyed spending time and sharing their
experience with other members of their year
group they had not had the opportunity to
socialise with before.
The second day of the expedition involved
travelling further towards the city of Hereford.
There was a section
of the river which
could prove hazardous
to canoeists of our
students’ ability and
experience. To avoid
this short stretch of
river, the students
had to disembark and
portage their canoes
full of equipment to a safe place to re-embark.
This was done under the supervision of the
expedition instructors. The journey on day 2
ended at the Hereford Rowing Club.
The final day of the expedition started with a
mixture of sunshine and showers, The students
packed up quickly and were keen to get on
the water for the last leg of their journey.
The Silvers experienced some heavy showers
throughout the day, but were determined not
to let the weather dampen their spirits on their
final day. On arrival at their destination, the
students reflected on their experience and how
they had developed their teamwork, initiative,
communication, leadership skills and their
ability to overcome challenges.
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SILVER DOFE SUCCESS

All of the students
had an enjoyable,
successful qualifying
expedition
and
should
be
very
proud of the way
the experience has
allowed them to work
with a team of peers
in the outdoors,
learning the value of sharing responsibility
for success, becoming more self-reliant and
developing emotional strength and empathy
for others. I hope they
progress to the Gold
level of the DofE Award.
By Miss H Murray

GOING FOR GOLD!

The Gold level of the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
requires perseverance, commitment, focus
and resilience. Five of our GMS students set
themselves the challenge of achieving the
highest level of this internationally recognised,
prestigious award.
The expedition section can prove to be the most physically and
mentally challenging section of the award, particularly at Gold level.
It often becomes the most memorable section and the proudest
achievement of a young person’s DofE experience.
Following extensive training to prepare the students to meet the
challenges of their paddling expedition, the Golds were ready to set
off to Wales to embark on their final qualifying expedition. We left
GMS on Wednesday 30th June and travelled to Glasbury, Powys for
expedition assimilation before the students started their four day
adventure paddling down the River Wye.
From the start of their journey, the students displayed a high level
of competence, and quickly established roles within the team and
a shared determination for success. Throughout their expedition,
each participant showed an impressive level of responsibility, selfdiscipline, maturity and positive thinking. The Gold team showed trust
and respect for each other and through this bond, were able to cope
with the inevitable stresses of an expedition and collectively enjoy
their experience.

The Gold team had planned and organised
their expedition, each leg of their journey
ending at a checkpoint, and eventually
camp. In preparation for their expedition,
the team had developed, practised and
refined their navigation and map-reading
skills to the level required to undertake
their expedition safely.
They encountered a variety of weather
conditions throughout their journey.
Weather is the most important factor
outside a team’s control which can
determine the success of their expedition.
The students were able to adapt to the
changing weather around them and
understood and followed the correct
procedures to remain safe. Travelling
on a river gave the students a unique
perspective as well as unique challengesthey experienced getting through shallow
shingle banks and also paddling through
rapids.
The Gold group impressed their
instructors and their assessor, receiving
praise and great feedback from them and

By Miss H Murray

D OF E MENTAL HEALTH
AND FINALLY....

THE GMS staff wish
everyone a restful
Summer break.
Good luck to all our
students awaiting
their exam results
in August.

Stay safe and healthy.

We look forward to
seeing everyone
back in school
in September.
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also from members of the public they
encountered during their travels and
in camp. With a successful qualifying
expedition completed and memories
made, the Golds can now focus on
the other elements of the award
and continue to demonstrate the
commitment and responsibility they
have impressed the school with so far.

Mental Health Awareness Week was 10th
-16th May 2021 and the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award made sure it recognised its importance
on their social channels. Over the week, they
shared stories from participants who felt
the DofE had helped them with their mental
health battles.
One of this year’s Year 9 Bronze participants
at GMS had his post shared on Instagram (@
dofeuk) Adam Thorkildsen wrote:
“I have ADHD and am always fidgeting, but
DofE has helped me focus better.”

Adam has demonstrated his focus and
commitment to the Bronze Award, firstly by
volunteering for 3 months helping cubs in
the 3rd Marlow Bridge Scouting Group. He
set himself some goals for this activity: Adam
hoped to ‘get more experience of leadership,
learn more from the other leaders and help
kids get more out of scouting’. He was a great
help to the group’s Akela by delivering online
Zoom sessions to cubs during lockdown,
teaching cubs how to map read, how to learn
the phonetic alphabet, and helping them
make lassi as part of Hinduism night.
For any information on the Dof E awards at GMS
please contact Miss H Murray. New Expeditions
will be starting in September 2021.

CAN YOU HELP?

sent to the school in Ifunda, Tanzania, to
help students save the work they do; there is
nothing more disheartening than producing a
piece of work that cannot be saved.

The wonderful Walser’s Tanzania Charity
needs our help once more.

USBs can be dropped to Miss Bawden in S10;
to any of the collection boxes situated in Year
8 Tutor Rooms; or to the KS3 student support
office situated in the Science Block.

Through funding and hard work, the charity
has managed to build a Computer Skills Centre
for their school. As you can imagine with an
increasing number of students attending
school, and needing to save their work, the
storage on these computers will quickly reach
its limit.

YYou can visit our website for more information
on the projects of Walser’s Tanzania Charity.
Miss Jen Bawden, Year 8 Director of Learning,
is proud of her year group and thanks all of us
for continuing to support her cohort’s efforts
to make a difference in the global world we all
belong to.

SO, WALSER’S TANZANIA CHARITY ASKS FOR ALL
OUR BLANK USBs!
Many of us have used USB sticks just lying
about our homes, often because companies
and universities LOVE to hand them out at
events!
Please help the Year 8 cohort collect as many
USB sticks as possible. All of them will be
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